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ON THE THEORETICAL AND METHODOLOGICAL FOUNDATIONS OF 
THE STUDY OF SECULAR AND CONFESSIONAL EDUCATION

The article analyzes the qualitative and temporal configuration of secular and confessional educa-
tion with the allocation of positive aspects and critical points. According to the authors, a comparative 
analysis of the theoretical and methodological foundations of the educational models under consider-
ation acts as a platform for understanding the pedagogical experience as a whole, and provides for the 
selection of a wide variety of options analyzed in close relationship with the genesis of culture, science, 
and social thought. Carrying out a study of the particular specifics of the functioning of models of secular 
and confessional education implemented in various world educational practices, the authors came to 
the conclusion that there is a kind of “coordinate system” that determines the nature of existing models. 
This coordinate system includes the historical specifics of the existing relationships between state institu-
tions and religious associations; the peculiarities of national and cultural traditions of modern European 
countries and Kazakhstan; the role and place of religious values in the life of the people; the nature of 
legal regulation in the field of educational practices of secular and religious institutions.
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Зайырлы және конфессиялық білім беруді зерттеудің  
теориялық-әдіснамалық негіздері туралы мәселелер

Мақалада зайырлы және конфессиялық білімнің сапалық және уақытша конфигурациясына талдау 
жасалып, оң аспектілері мен сыни тұстары көрсетілген. Авторлардың пікірінше, қарас тырылып отырған 
білім беру үлгілерінің теориялық және әдістемелік негіздерін салыстырмалы талдау жалпы педагогикалық 
тәжірибені түсінудің тұғырнамасы ретінде қызмет етеді және мәдениет, ғылым, қоғамдық ой генезисімен 
тығыз байланыста талданатын көптеген нұсқаларды таңдауды қамтамасыз етеді. Әртүрлі әлемдік білім 
беру тәжірибелерінде жүзеге асырылатын зайырлы және конфессиялық білім беру үлгілерінің қызмет 
ету ерекшеліктерін зерттеуді жүзеге асыра отырып, авторлар қазіргі білім берудің сипатын анықтайтын 
өзіндік модельдер «координаталық жүйе» бар деген қорытындыға келді. Бұл координаттар жүйесіне 
мыналар кіреді: мемлекет пен діни бірлестіктер арасындағы қарым-қатынастың тарихи қалыптасқан түрі; 
елдің ұлттық-мәдени ерекшеліктері; дәстүрлі діни құндылықтардың халық өміріндегі рөлі; құқықтық 
жүйелердің ерекшеліктері; әлеуметтік және конфессиялық топтар санының пайызы.

Түйін сөздер: білім беру, білім берудің зайырлы моделі, білім берудің конфессиялық моделі, 
мәдениеттер диалогы.
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К вопросу о теоретико-методологических основаниях исследования 
 светского и конфессионального образования

В статье осуществлен анализ качественно-временной конфигурации светского и конфессио-
нального образования с выделением положительных аспектов и критических точек. По мнению 
авторов, сравнительный анализ теоретико-методологических оснований рассматриваемых об-
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разовательных моделей выступает платформой осмысления педагогического опыта в целом и 
обеспечивает выделение широкого разнообразия вариантов, анализируемых в тесной взаимо- 
связи с генезисом культуры, науки, общественной мысли. Осуществляя исследование конкретной 
специфики функционирования моделей светского и конфессионального образования, реализо-
ванных в различных мировых образовательных практиках, авторы пришли к выводу о наличии 
своеобразной «системы координат», определяющей характер существующих моделей. Данная 
система координат включает историческую специфику сложившихся взаимоотношений между 
государственными институциями и религиозными объединениями; особенности национально-
культурных традиций современных европейских стран и Казахстана; роль и место религиозных 
ценностных установок в жизни народа; характер правового регулирования в области образова-
тельных практик светских и религиозных учреждений.

Ключевые слова: образование, светская модель образования, конфессиональная модель об-
разования, диалог культур.

Main part

Actualization of the historical and culturologi-
cal foundations of certain educational models in 
different countries makes it possible to consider in 
full the achievements, contradictions, difficulties 
of changing the forms and content of education, 
which incorporate the logic of a particular commu-
nity, due to the socio-cultural situation developing 
in them.

It is possible to characterize the difference be-
tween the philosophical attitudes and historical 
and cultural factors of secular education, which is 
formed on the basis of anthropocentrism, and con-
fessional education, which is formed on the basis 
of theocentrism, by identifying common grounds 
for differentiation. A comparative analysis of edu-
cational systems allows us to highlight a wide vari-
ety of options that are analyzed in close relationship 
with the genesis of culture, science, social thought, 
which are formed on the basis of different priorities 
and thus allow us to highlight the main cultural and 
historical foundations of secular and confessional 
education.

The question of the place of religion in the edu-
cational field, the content and forms of its represen-
tation in the educational process, as well as the goals 
and objectives of education, somehow correlating 
religious issues, is the subject of wide discussion 
[Pisenko, 2017; Babich 2017; Gurin, 2017, Jarvis, 
2013, etc.]. The need for the presence of doctrinal 
traditions in the educational process the field, ac-
cording to various researchers, representatives of 
civil society, political figures, is determined by the 
very specifics of modern socio-political conditions. 
Such conditions include the existing internal contra-
dictions of the multiculturalism vector, controversial 
and sometimes very contradictory attitudes towards 
migrant communities, issues determined by integra-

tion migrant flows, conflicts erupting everywhere on 
national and religious differences, and so on.

In addition, the problem of religion in the educa-
tional space, and in general, confessional education 
in educational practice, is actualized due to the im-
portance of the tasks of educating the citizenship of 
the population, the development of knowledge com-
petencies in the field of human rights and freedoms, 
peaceful coexistence of various communities and 
social integrations, global problems and intercultur-
al dialogue. It is no accident that the German cultur-
ologist A. Hazenclever emphasized the importance 
of the value-worldview correlation of religious edu-
cation and the democratic behavior of community 
members. Moreover, as A. notes. Hasenclever, in the 
presence of a low level of religious awareness and 
religious enlightenment, there is a danger of using 
this factor as a method of aggressive political ma-
nipulation [Hasenclever, 2003:304].

The issues of interaction between secular and 
religious educational practices in various countries 
are determined by the nature of historical value ori-
entations, the specifics and level of development of 
multicultural traditions in society, the peculiarities 
of socio-political and economic institutional mod-
els of society, the legislatively formalized nature of 
state-confessional actions that determine the vector 
of development of educational traditions in general, 
the fullness and structurality of secular and confes-
sional educational practices, in particular.

Without being distracted by the detailed disclo-
sure of historical, scientific, philosophical, religious 
and theological aspects of the secularism of the state 
and the state education system, we will highlight a 
number of important international documents that 
legislatively determine the nature of the relation-
ship that develops between the state and a particular 
religious organization: the Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights (1948), the International Covenant 
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on Civil and Political Rights (1966), the Final Act 
of the Conference on Security and Cooperation in 
Europe (1975), the Charter of Paris for a New Eu-
rope (1990).

The position of the international community on 
this topic is most fully expressed in the Declaration 
on the Elimination of All Forms of Intolerance and 
Discrimination Based on Religion or Belief, ad-
opted by the UN. The provision of the above-men-
tioned Declaration can be defined in the following 
words: every child, regardless of place of residence, 
race or ethnicity, has the right to access education 
that provides him with knowledge in the religious 
sphere; and vice versa, if there is no interest in re-
ligious topics, this child cannot be forced to study 
in the religious sphere. This Declaration emphasizes 
the need for the guiding principle of prioritizing the 
interests of the child [UN General Assembly Reso-
lution 36/55, 1981, Article 5, paragraph 2].

At the same time, international documents do 
not contain any recommendations regarding the the-
oretical and methodological aspects of the introduc-
tion and development of secular and confessional 
education. That is why the UN Commission on Hu-
man Rights, considering the issue of the human right 
to receive secular and religious education, noted that 
it does not propose a single universal document that 
defines in detail the forms of exercising this right, 
its provisions are only recommendatory character. 
At the same time, the UN document notes, the legis-
lation on education in each country should take into 
account both the tradition and the current state of the 
problem in its country.

Based on the analysis of the use of the concept 
of “secular nature of education” and its interpreta-
tions in modern scientific literature, we came to the 
conclusion that they all gravitate towards two main 
positions.

The first position is to bring to the fore the re-
quirements for the content of education, i.e. to what 
is actually being studied, what knowledge is taught 
and mastered. The second position is characterized 
mainly by bringing to the fore the requirements for 
the organization of the educational process - for how 
the study of religion is organized. Of course, both of 
these positions are interrelated. Understanding what 
knowledge students should master is related to how 
the educational process itself should be organized.

Today, the most common statement is that in 
secular education there can be neither atheistic nor 
apologetic study of religion, the so-called prin-
ciple of ideological neutrality [The place of reli-
gious education in spiritual and moral education, 

2016]. Those. the goal of secular education is to 
gain knowledge about various religious beliefs and 
practices from an objective and impartial point of 
view, free from apologetics and the development of 
an evaluative attitude towards it. Often this demand 
for a neutral attitude towards all religions is accom-
panied by the demand for equal representation of 
all religions in the educational process. However, 
in our opinion, the above understanding of secular 
education conflicts with the basic principle of cul-
tural conformity of education, with the task of in-
tegrating the student’s personality into the national 
culture, which is directly formulated in the Law of 
the Republic of Kazakhstan “On Education” [Law 
of the Republic of Kazakhstan “On Education.” Ch. 
3. Article 11].

Having considered the existing in the scientif-
ic literature and logically possible formulations of 
the principle of the secular nature of education [On 
understanding the secularism of the state and the 
secular nature of education in public schools, 2017; 
Ponkin, 2003; Bratanovsky, Kocherga, 2017], we 
come to the conclusion that the following interpre-
tation is the most accurate, logical, corresponding to 
historical tradition and modern social practice secu-
lar education:

The secular activities of educational institutions, 
firstly, are focused on a positive and scientific dis-
cussion of tasks whose importance affects the whole 
society as a whole; secondly, the construction of 
secular activities of educational institutions is deter-
mined by the understanding of democracy, citizen-
ship, humanism as the main priorities of universal 
moral regulators; thirdly, the content of secular ac-
tivities of educational institutions takes into account 
the importance of comprehensive free personal de-
velopment of each individual; Fourth, the secular 
activities of educational institutions are organized 
and supported by social institutions through State 
authorities and local self-government.

It is in this connotation that the specifics of sec-
ular activities of educational institutions are deter-
mined by the Law of the Republic of Kazakhstan 
“On Education” (Chapter 4 of Article 13 “The con-
cept of the content of education”), which asserts the 
obligation to organize and conduct secular educa-
tion, taking into account legal norms and require-
ments of state educational standards. At the same 
time, it should be emphasized that the article 13 un-
der consideration, “The concept of the content of ed-
ucation”, simultaneously determines the importance 
of taking into account the ideological broadcasts of 
various knowledge and value worldviews, the speci-
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ficity of various lifestyles.
Going deeper into the analysis of the specific 

specifics of the functioning of models of secular 
education that take place in various world practices, 
we came to the conclusion that there is a kind of 
“coordinate system” that determines the nature of 
existing models:

– a model of historically established correlation 
practices between the state and religious entities;

– a model that sets the vector of development of 
the national and cultural characteristics of the coun-
try;

– a model that forms the features of traditional 
religious attitudes recognized and carried out by 
members of the community;

– the specifics of legal systems, the percent-
age ratio of the number of social and confessional 
groups.

In connection with the above, let us turn to the 
world practice of state educational institutions of 
democratic European states in solving issues of the 
legal connotation of teaching disciplines that in-
clude religious and religious components.

The first example we should turn to is the Greek 
Constitution. Here we emphasize that the first words, 
the so-called epigraph of the Constitution, sound as 
follows: “In the name of the Holy, Consubstantial 
and Indivisible Trinity,” thereby defining itself as a 
religious, in this case a religious state. Article 3.1 of 
the Greek Constitution defines Christian Orthodoxy 
as the dominant religion, according to which the 
formation and instilling of religious moral values 
in students of educational institutions acts as a state 
task. Further, article 16.2 of the same document de-
fines, firstly, the importance of education as a prior-
ity task of the state, and, secondly, the purpose of 
such education is aimed at improving the spiritual, 
moral, physical and professional competencies of 
members of society, improving the level of develop-
ment of religious and national values, educating citi-
zens of society as free and responsible citizens [Con-
stitutions of the countries of the world in Russian].

It is interesting to refer to the School Standards 
Act of 1998 [School Standards and Framework Act, 
1998] and the Education Act of 1996 [Education 
Act, 1996] of Great Britain, according to which the 
religious component is a mandatory part of all Brit-
ish educational programs. This obligation is rein-
forced by paragraph 3 of Article 375 of Part 3 of the 
Education Act of 1996 of the United Kingdom, ac-
cording to which the British society asserts the need 
to reflect religious values in every curriculum used. 
Since the population of this country is mainly Chris-

tians according to their confessional preferences, the 
document considered above focuses on Christian 
values, at the same time the importance of studying 
other religious trends represented in society is also 
emphasized. Let’s give an example. The document 
specifies the possibility of performing collective 
Christian rituals in an educational institution, and 
specifically stipulates the possibility of replacing 
Christian prayers with other religious practices.

In modern German legal practice, the control of 
educational processes by the federal government is 
constituted, which means, as the Constitution of the 
State of Hesse states (Article 57.1), that the study 
of religious doctrines is one of the examples of or-
dinary educational courses that are equal with other 
disciplines studied. Educational institutions that 
provide a body of knowledge in the field of religion 
must respect the rights of State and public supervi-
sion, as well as the rights of the church and religious 
communities.

A similar picture is observed in the legislation 
of the states of Bavaria and Hamburg [The Consti-
tution of Bavaria (Federal State of Germany); the 
Constitution of Hamburg (Federal State of Germa-
ny)]. Article 7 § 3 of the Basic Law (Constitution) 
guarantees, firstly, the study of religious foundations 
as an ordinary academic subject; secondly, the obli-
gation to study religious foundations as an educa-
tional course (an exception is only allowed in rela-
tion to schools whose charter defines an educational 
institution as “non-religious”); thirdly, compliance 
with the principles is guaranteed religious commu-
nities; Fourthly, the provision of control over the 
quality of teaching by the state is emphasized; and, 
finally, fifthly, the possibility and right of teachers to 
be excluded from teaching religious disciplines due 
to their personal preferences.

Let’s turn to the experience of Spanish educa-
tional practices in the field of religion. In the country 
we are considering, the obligation to teach religious 
fundamentals is constituted at all levels of educa-
tion, starting in pre-school institutions and ending 
with university education as an optional part of the 
general course. The basis for this practice is Royal 
Decree 2438, adopted in 1994, according to which 
all religious organizations operating in Spain in the 
legal field have a guaranteed opportunity to ensure 
the process of religious education in all public and 
private educational institutions. The only condition 
limiting such activities is the unwillingness of stu-
dents, their parents or guardians to receive religious 
knowledge. The high level of teaching of religious 
knowledge is ensured by the requirements for spe-
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cialist teachers, the selection of which is carried out 
in a two-stage way - first at the level of dioceses, then 
at the level of the administration of an educational 
institution [Royal Decree 2438/ 1994]. At the same 
time, Spain provides for the study of non-religious 
ethical subjects as an alternative to the teaching of 
religion, the order of which is defined in the Order 
of August 3, 1995 of the Royal Decree.

Dutch educational practice in relation to the 
confessional component of the educational process 
defines two important provisions: firstly, all educa-
tional institutions have the right to teach their stu-
dents the faith of the confessional creed whose rep-
resentatives sponsor them; and, secondly, any con-
fessional creed recognized by the state has the right 
to create its own educational institutions.

The educational practice and the postulates of 
religion, which have become widespread in Italian 
lands, are based on the Concordat approved in 1984. 
In accordance with this document, freedom of reli-
gion was established, thereby changing the former 
comprehensive role of the Roman Catholic faith, 
which was previously considered state and unified. 
Article 9.2 of the Concordat in question emphasizes 
the role of religious values and principles of Catho-
lic doctrine as the basis of Italian culture and the his-
torical heritage of the Italian people. This document 
guarantees Catholic education in all educational 
institutions of the country with different categories 
and degrees of study.

Polish educational practice in relation to the 
confessional component of the educational process 
is in many ways similar to previous examples. So, 
in particular, at the legislative level, the study of the 
subject “The Law of God” (the religiosity of which 
follows from the very name of the discipline) is ap-
proved as the same compulsory subject, standing 
on a par with mathematics or the Polish language. 
At the same time, Polish practice has its own na-
tional peculiarities that differ from the previously 
considered examples. For example, the teaching of 
religious foundations is carried out according to an 
alternative principle. In other words, teachers of an 
educational institution, firstly, have the right to con-
duct a course in accordance with their religious in-
terests. Secondly, the qualification requirements for 
specialists are confirmed by church institutions that 
have previously concluded contractual obligations 
with the Ministry of National Education and Sports 
of the Republic of Poland. Thirdly, the possibility 
of teaching religious fundamentals is ensured by the 
presence in a classroom or group of at least three 
students belonging to a single confessional creed. 

Fourth, in cases where there are fewer than three 
representatives of various religious movements in a 
classroom or group, they can study the religion they 
are interested in in other groups within the frame-
work of a single school curriculum, attending ad-
ditional classes in their free time.

At the same time, in the educational practices of 
democratic European countries, there are also secu-
lar systems in which religious organizations are not 
included in educational processes. 

Such examples include Sweden, where religious 
organizations are excluded from participating in 
teaching directly, but in general, the dissemination 
of religious value-moral norms and rules is consid-
ered as an essential element of personal growth of 
students. 

We observe similar examples in England and 
Wales belonging to the so-called “mixed type”, 
which is characterized by the following condition: 
religious education is mandatory, but it is possible 
to refuse to receive such an educational package. In 
other words, in these cases, the choice in teaching 
certain confessional dogmas may be determined by 
the presence or absence of a sponsor in the form of 
a religious organization from an educational institu-
tion. For example, the Education Reform Act, ad-
opted in 1988, emphasizes the main objective of ed-
ucation, which is to develop the spiritual, moral, cul-
tural, mental and physical abilities of students. If an 
educational institution is oriented towards a secular 
profile, then control over the quality of educational 
services, the process of training specialists, the de-
velopment of educational programs is controlled by 
state structures. If necessary, such educational insti-
tutions seek advice from religious organizations or 
religious figures.

An interesting example of educational practices 
in relation to the confessional component of the edu-
cational process of the Republic of France, which 
are characterized by a strictly observed and con-
trolled principle of separation of educational institu-
tions from religious provisions. In fairness, we note 
that such a rule is common only in state educational 
institutions. In accordance with the Constitutions 
of France (art. 1) a country is defined as a secular, 
democratic and social republic that ensures equality 
before the law for all citizens, regardless of their ori-
gin, race or religion. Such an obligation is based on 
the Constitutional provision on respect for all beliefs 
[Order 2438/1994]. According to this document, the 
principle of secularism is central to the system of 
values formed by the education system, and, there-
fore, an educational institution should be protected 
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from religion. At the same time, the French educa-
tional space includes a widespread and active net-
work of Catholic schools providing full-fledged re-
ligious education.

However, in recent years, the question of includ-
ing religious information in the public school cur-
riculum has been increasingly raised in French soci-
ety, which is associated with a huge migration flow 
to this country. According to many French cultural, 
political and educational figures, such actions will 
significantly accelerate the acquaintance of migrant 
communities with the culture of France. This fact 
was highlighted in a report on the teaching of sub-
jects related to religious dogmas in Secular schools, 
prepared by the French Ministry of National Educa-
tion. Another example of a similar orientation can 
be called the order of the deputy of the National As-
sembly of France, by the way, which is important, 
in the past, the Minister of Culture and Education 
Jacques Lang, on the introduction of religious stud-
ies subjects in educational institutions. These and 
similar initiatives formed the basis for the creation 
of the European Institute for the Study of Religion, 
which today serves as a coordinating center for con-
ducting expert assessments on religious issues.

The understanding of the secularity of the state 
and, accordingly, the secular nature of education in 
schools of the Republic of Kazakhstan is enshrined 
in the Constitution and current legislation in the 
form of the principle of separating the state system 
of upbringing and education from religious associa-
tions: provisions of the Constitution of the Republic 
of Kazakhstan (1995) concerning religion and law 
citizens to freedom of conscience, the Law of the 
Republic of Kazakhstan “On Education”, establish-
ing as one of the principles of state policy in the field 
of education “secular, humanistic and developing 
nature of education” (Chapter 1, Article 3), in the 
Law of the Republic of Kazakhstan “ On freedom 
of religion and religious associations ”(15.01.1992), 
which stipulates that, in accordance with the con-
stitutional principle of separation of religious asso-
ciations from the state, the state ensures the secular 
nature of education in state educational institutions 
(Article 3, paragraph 4), Law RK “On Religious 
Activity and Religious Associations” (11.10.2011), 
regulating the procedure for forming activities and 
activities of religious associations, the Concept of 
State Policy in the Religious Sphere for 2017-20120 
(June 2017), defining the system of official views 
on improving state-confessional and interfaith re-
lations, the Concept for the Development of Reli-
gious (Spiritual) Education until 2020 2014), which 

is the main strategic document aimed at improving 
the system of religious education along with secular 
education, the State Program on Counteracting Re-
ligious Extremism and Terrorism until 2017 (2013) 
and a number of other legislative acts having atti-
tude to this area.

The analysis of works devoted to the study of a 
huge range of issues related to the teaching of con-
fessional disciplines has shown that different terms 
have a definition similar in content [Kastuganov, 
2015; Murtazin, 2015; Abdirayymova, Zharkyn-
bayeva, 2013; Kosichenko, 2013; Shchekin, Zem-
lyakov, 2009]. At the same time, the same concepts 
have different meanings and depths from different 
authors. In addition, with a similar understanding of 
confessional education, its different structure is dis-
tinguished, due to the different emphasis of mean-
ings and values. For example, according to I.V. Ac-
cording to the metric, religious education should be 
understood as an educational and educational pro-
cess characterized by such qualities as purposeful-
ness, full consideration of the interests of a person, 
his family circle, religious communities, society and 
the state as a whole. I.V. Metlik also emphasizes 
the importance of the activities of any religion and 
religious organization based on ideological values 
[Metlik, 2004: 118].

We propose a definition of confessional educa-
tion, which, in our opinion, allows us to correctly 
identify the content of all the main types and forms 
of religious study: confessional education aims to 
give students an understanding of their own reli-
gious identity, to understand various religious be-
liefs and practices from an objective and neutral 
point of view for the development of social toler-
ance in a democratic context. The proposed termino-
logical definition belongs to the Russian researchers 
A. Shchekin and I. According to them, confessional 
education involves providing activities that carry 
out the dissemination of religious provisions and the 
transmission of methods of religious practices per-
formed by specialists in the person of confessionally 
trained priests and religious teachers; a high-quality 
system of training of pedagogical personnel for the 
educational institutions of confessional education is 
also needed [Shchekin, Zemlyakov, 2009: 88].

The practical embodiment of such a distinction 
is the adoption in scientific discourse of a clear un-
derstanding of the concepts: “religious education” 
and “religious studies education”. In this issue, we 
share the opinion of Kazakh religious scholar A.G. 
Kosichenko, who noted that “for Kazakhstan, the 
problem of teaching the basics of religion (in the 
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form of the basics of religious studies), or not teach-
ing, remains an open question” [Kosichenko, 2013].

In our opinion, it is necessary to preserve the 
principle of secularism in the educational sector, 
which we understand as, first of all, the indepen-
dence of the educational process from religion. And 
in this sense, the participants of the educational pro-
cess will have to answer a difficult question about the 
correlation of secular and confessional principles in 
education and upbringing, without contradicting the 
cultural context of personality formation, leaving 
the student the opportunity to make his own choice.

Conclusion

An analysis of the qualitative and temporal con-
figurations of secular and confessional education 
made it possible to trace the line of the content and 
value growth of education, highlighting the positive 
aspects and critical points of various approaches. On 
the other hand, the performed analysis served as a 

theoretical and methodological platform for under-
standing the pedagogical experience and providing 
an understanding of the construction of the educa-
tional paradigm.

A comparative analysis of educational practices 
common in the field of secular education, which has 
anthropocentrism as its values, and confessional 
education, which is formed on the basis of theocen-
trism, allowed us to come to two main conclusions: 
1) in countries with strong religious traditions, reli-
gious education cannot be divorced from the general 
education system; students are required to receive 
education, of which religious knowledge is a part; 
other countries, on the contrary, seek to free the 
educational sphere from the influence of religious 
institutions; 2) none of the considered models of ed-
ucation exists in its “pure” form; it is not just a theo-
retical understanding of the educational paradigm, it 
depends on many socio-cultural factors that must be 
analyzed and taken into account when planning and 
implementing changes in this area.
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